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Abstract
Evaluating the future consequences of actions is achievable by simulating a mental search
tree into the future. Expanding deep trees, however, is computationally taxing. Therefore,
machines and humans use a plan-until-habit scheme that simulates the environment up to a
limited depth and then exploits habitual values as proxies for consequences that may arise
in the future. Two outstanding questions in this scheme are “in which directions the search
tree should be expanded?”, and “when should the expansion stop?”. Here we propose a
principled solution to these questions based on a speed/accuracy tradeoff: deeper expan-
sion in the appropriate directions leads to more accurate planning, but at the cost of slower
decision-making. Our simulation results show how this algorithm expands the search tree
effectively and efficiently in a grid-world environment. We further show that our algorithm
can explain several behavioral patterns in animals and humans, namely the effect of time-
pressure on the depth of planning, the effect of reward magnitudes on the direction of plan-
ning, and the gradual shift from goal-directed to habitual behavior over the course of training.
The algorithm also provides several predictions testable in animal/human experiments.
Author summary
When faced with several choices in complex environments like chess, thinking about all
the potential consequences of each choice, infinitely deep into the future, is simply impos-
sible due to time and cognitive limitations. An outstanding question is what is the best
direction and depth of thinking about the future? Here we propose a mathematical algo-
rithm that computes, along the course of planning, the benefit of thinking another step in
a given direction into the future, and compares that with the cost of thinking in order to
compute the net benefit. We show that this algorithm is consistent with several behavioral
patterns observed in humans and animals, suggesting that they, too, make efficient use of
their time and cognitive resources when deciding how deep to think.
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Introduction
“There is proportional value in our attention to each action—so you will not lose heart if you
devote no more time than they warrant to matters of less importance.”
– Marcus Aurelius, Meditations [1]
When confronted with several choices, we need to have an evaluation of how good each option
is. Each choice has some immediate consequences, but also takes us into a new state where
new choices emerge, and so on. Think of chess as an example. One intuitive way to solve a
sequential decision-making problem like chess is to prospectively think into the future. This
idea, known as model-based planning in the reinforcement learning literature [2], expands a
mental decision-tree by simulating a number of future action sequences. Although this method
is accurate (in terms of statistical efficiency), evaluating deep trees is computationally expen-
sive (in terms of time, working memory, metabolic energy, etc.). In chess, for example, it is
impossible even for the best supercomputers to expand the tree of all possible strategies up to
the end of the game. Therefore, several solutions have been provided in the artificial intelli-
gence literature for how to approximate the values of choices without expanding a search tree
to its fullest extent [3] or how to make the best use of limited computational resources to plan
better [4].
To avoid the costs of planning altogether, a drastic alternative is to rely on heuristic meth-
ods that evaluate choices without any tree expansion. For example, a chess player can evaluate
a chess position, without investigating the possibility of that position leading to a win or lose,
by simply counting up the values of their pieces—a common heuristic utilized by novice play-
ers. Another example of approximate evaluation techniques, widely used in both natural and
artificial intelligence. is using habits. This method, known as model-free reinforcement learn-
ing [2, 5], simply “caches” the average of previously realized rewards ensued by performing
each action, and uses the cached values for evaluating those choices should they come up again
in the future. Although using such heuristics frees cognitive resources from model-based plan-
ning, the downside is their inaccuracy. Habits, for example, take many trials to form, and they
are always unreliable in changing environments.
Rather than clinging to one of these extreme solutions (i.e., full planning vs. heuristics/hab-
its), an intelligent agent can instead combine the two in order to harvest the relative advantages
(i.e., accuracy vs. affordability) of both techniques [6–9]. This, in theory, is achievable by for-
ward planning up to some depth and then exploiting heuristic values as proxies for conse-
quences that may arise in the further future. That is, when the depth of planning is say d, the
agent computes the value of a choice by adding the first d rewards predicted by explicit simula-
tion, to the value of the remaining actions estimated by the heuristic/habitual values. For
example, a chess player could think three steps ahead, and then estimate, heuristically, the
strength of the position he could achieve after those three moves. This integrative approach
has been used in artificial intelligence for example for obtaining super-human Go performance
[10]). Furthermore, it was shown recently that humans also use this scheme, named plan-
until-habit, for integrating planning and habitual processes in a normative way, and that their
depth of planning depends on the time-pressure imposed on them [11].
The plan-until-habit (or plan-until-heuristic, in general) scheme aims at mitigating the
computational costs of planning by appealing to the habitual system after the planning system
has sufficiently expanded the decision-tree. Obviously, the first questions to be asked in this
framework are “in which directions the decision-tree should be expanded?”, and “when should
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the expansion stop?”. In this paper, we present, for the first time, a principled algorithm for
optimal tree-expansion in the plan-until-habit framework. The algorithm is based on a speed/
accuracy tradeoff: deeper planning leads to more accurate evaluations, but at the cost of slower
decision-making. As a proof of concept, we show through simulations how this algorithm
expands the decision-tree effectively and efficiently in a simulated grid-world environment.
We further show that our algorithm can explain several behavioral patterns in animals and
humans, namely the effect of time-pressure on the depth of planning, the effect of reward mag-
nitudes on the direction of planning, and the gradual shift from goal-directed to habitual
behavior during training. The algorithms also provide several predictions testable in animal/
human experiments.
Results
Theory sketch
From an external-observer viewpoint, the questions to be answered by an agent are of the type
“what action should be taken?”. From a metacognitive perspective, however, the agent should
first think about how to think (e.g., how deep she should plan). In fact, the question she could
ask at each step of the planning process is “Should I expand the decision-tree one step fur-
ther?”, and if yes, “In what direction?”.
To answer these, assume that the agent has already expanded a tree to a certain extent (Fig
1A). This means that the agent knows, possibly with some uncertainties, a few next states to be
visited upon taking each action, and the immediate rewards associated with each of those tran-
sitions. She can, therefore, sum up the predicted rewards along each trajectory (i.e., action-
sequence) and have an estimate of the total rewards to be achieved. On the top of this “total
immediate rewards”, each trajectory ends in a frontier state which represents the edge of the
current planning horizon along that trajectory. The habitual (or any other heuristic) values on
this frontier state supposedly reflect the total (discounted) rewards to be expected from that
point on. Therefore, the sum of “total immediate rewards” and the habitual value of the fron-
tier node provides an estimate of the total expected reward of each trajectory (Fig 1B).
Habitual values, however, can be highly unreliable due to the inflexible nature of habit for-
mation. For each given trajectory, therefore, the dependence of its estimated total rewards on
uncertain habitual values renders the whole estimation uncertain. If expanding the tree along
that trajectory would make value estimation less dependent on habitual values and thus reduce
uncertainty, that expansion is worth considering. In this sense, the critical value to be com-
puted for each trajectory is the “value of uncertainty reduction” (VUR). VUR computation for a
trajectory should examine whether a new piece of information, possibly providable by a fur-
ther expansion of the tree along that trajectory, could change agent’s decision about what
action to be taken, and how much extra value is expected to be gained by that policy improve-
ment. VUR is, in fact, the expected value of policy improvement-induced rewards, computed
over all possible new pieces of information that could be provided by expanding the trajectory
one step further (Fig 1C). Although the agent readily possesses those new pieces of information
in her memory (because she has a model of the environment), loading them into working
memory and taking them into the value-estimation account is worth doing only if the value of
uncertainty reduction is more than its cost.
Here is the general scheme of our algorithm: at each stage of planning, VUR is computed for
each trajectory on the search tree (we discuss later that previously-computed VUR-values can be
reused later under certain conditions). The trajectory with the highest VUR is expanded if its
VUR is bigger than the cost of expansion. Otherwise, the expansion process is terminated and
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Fig 1. Overview of the pruning scheme, illustrated via an example. (A) A snapshot of the search tree. Nodes of the
tree represent states, and each state has a number of available actions, denoted with circles, that lead to next states. Blue
graphs show value distributions for the leaves of the tree, estimated by the model-free (MF) or any other heuristic
system. Green graphs show the immediate rewards for previously expanded state-actions, estimated via the model-
based (MB) system. (B) Each path from the root to a leave forms a strategy, Ai, with a corresponding value distribution.
These distributions are obtained by summing up the value distributions of the leaves with the immediate reward
distributions accumulated along the way. (C) To compute the value of uncertainty resolution (VUR), say for A3, the
agents assumes that one further expansion would result in a sharper value distribution (one of the black/grey
distributions). The location (i.e., the mean) of the new distribution cannot be known in advance, but it can be treated
as a random variable, whose distribution can be analytically obtained (Eq 14). The VUR for A3 is therefore the expected
value, over all possible sharper distributions (grey curves), of the additional rewards that can be obtained by a policy
improvement in the light of that potential new information (i.e., the sharper distribution). (D) After computing VUR for
all strategies Ai, the highest VUR (in this case, for A3) is compared to the cost of expansion. If it is bigger than the cost,
the tree expands along the direction of that strategy. This corresponds to loading a new node, which is the successor
state of the leaf of A3, from the MB system and adding it to the tree.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006827.g001
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the agent chooses an action (e.g., using soft-max rule) according to the estimated values
derived from the tree.
In this paper, we assume that the cost of expansion simply reflects the opportunity cost of
time. That is, assuming that each expansion takes � time units, the total cost of one expansion
is �R�, where �R is the average reward the agent receives in the given environment.
As explained before, the main motivation for expanding the tree is reducing value-estima-
tion uncertainties. There could be several reasons for why expansion reduces uncertainty. In
many cases, like chess, heuristic estimations become more precise as the game advances. In
general, proximity to goal sometimes makes it easier to evaluate the states. Another way that
expansion reduces uncertainty, which is the focus of our formal model, is through temporal
discounting. By each level of expanding a trajectory, the dependence of its estimated value on
the less-reliable habitual system is shifted one step further into the future.
As a simplified example, imagine you are in a maze and you have already thought two steps
ahead along a certain trajectory, T1, of actions, and those two steps will take you to the state s0.
You can use the MF value, VMF(s0) of that state to compute the total value of the trajectory:
V(T1) = r1 + γ.r2 + γ2.VMF(s0), where r1 and r2 are the immediate rewards expected to be
received by performing the first and the second actions on the trajectory T1. Assuming that the
estimates of the immediate rewards have zero uncertainty, and that the MF estimates always
have variance σ2 (i.e., uncertainty)), the total uncertainty of V(T1) will be (γ2.σ)2 = γ4.σ2. Now,
if you think one step deeper and expect to land in state s@ after taking the first three steps of tra-
jectory T2, then V(T2) = r1 + γ.r2 + γ2.r3 + γ3.VMF(s@). Therefore, its variance will be (γ3.σ)2 =
γ6.σ2. This toy example shows that as a natural consequence of temporal discounting, by
increasing the depth of planning, the total uncertainty of trajectories decreases, due to the
reduced reliance on uncertain MF values. Therefore, the discount factor is the critical variable
that determines the extent of uncertainty reduction by each expansion.
In this paper, we only consider environments where the transition between states via
actions are deterministic (i.e., deterministic transition function for the Markov decision pro-
cess; See Methods for how this assumption can be relaxed). Therefore, the expanded tree, at
each point, is a deterministic tree. In order to compute VUR, let’s define a strategy in a tree as a
combination of actions that an agent can take to reach a leaf in the tree (see Fig 1), and define a
frontier search as the set of all strategies that agent can take in a given tree (e.g., the search fron-
tier in Fig 1 is {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5}). Based on this definitions, as shows in the Methods section,
the value of uncertainty reduction for strategy Ai, given the search frontier F, can be written as:
VURðAijFÞ ¼ Em�i ½max m
�
i ; maxA2F  Ai
E½VðAÞ�
� �
�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
with expansion
  max
A2F
E½VðAÞ�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
without expansion
;
ð1Þ
where F − Ai is the set F excluding Ai. According to this equation, computing VUR(Ai|F)
requires m�i , which is the expected mean of strategy Ai after the potential expansion. However,
this variable can be computed before expansion, by m�i � N ðmi; ð1   g
2Þs2i Þ (see Methods sec-
tion), in which γ is the discount factor, and μi and s2i are respectively the mean and the vari-
ance of the MF-value distribution for the last action on Ai. In other words, VUR is computable
based on m�i , the expectation with respect to the predicted value of Ai after expansion, instead
of its realized value which is not available before the expansion (a more general form of the
above equation without reliance on the discount factor is presented in the Methods section).
The right-hand side of Eq 1 is composed of two parts: the amount of future rewards that are
expected to be gained with the expansion of strategy Ai, and the amount expected to be gained
without the expansion of Ai. VUR is the difference between these two quantities. The without-
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expansion term is simply the value of the best strategy that is currently available to the agent.
In the with-expansion term, the outer ‘max’ operator implies that if after expanding, Ai turns
out to be worse than the other available strategies (F − Ai), then the best strategy among the
other ones will be taken. Otherwise, Ai will be taken.
The agent, however, needs to calculate this term before the expansion of Ai and therefore
the term is calculated based on the expectation with respect to the predicted value of Ai after
expansion (denoted by m�i ) instead of its realized value which is not available before the
expansion.
It can be shown that in the case of normally distributed MF value functions, Eq 1 has a
closed-form solution (see S1 Text for details):
VURðAijFÞ ¼
si �
mi   mb
si
� �
 
mi   mb
si
F  
mi   mb
si
� �h i
þ mb   ma ifAi is the best strategy
si �
mi   ma
si
� �
 
mi   ma
si
F  
mi   ma
si
� �h i
otherwise
8
>
<
>
:
ð2Þ
where μi and σi are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of strategy Ai. Further-
more, μα and μβ are the means of the, respectively, first-best and second-best strategies in the
currently-expanded tree. First-best and second-best strategies are the strategies that have the
highest and the second-highest mean values. Finally, ϕ and F are, respectively, the probability
density and cumulative distribution functions of a standard normal distribution.
A central principle for any meta-control algorithm is that the cost of meta-reasoning (here,
the cost of computing arg maxA VUR(A|F)) should be lower than the cost of expensive reason-
ing (here, one-step expansion of the decision-tree). In terms of memory cost, tree-expansion
would require loading information about the expanding nodes from the long-term to the
working memory. Furthermore, it would require engaging an additional working memory slot
to store such information. Meta-reasoning, however, has minimal memory cost, since all the
variables for computing arg maxA VUR(A|F) already exist in the working memory (i.e., are in
the already-expanded tree).
In terms of computational-time cost, we should stress that even though we want to find the
strategy with the maximum VUR value, this does not necessarily require computing VUR’s of all
strategies at each time step. VUR(Ai|F) only depends on μi, σi and μα (or μβ). Therefore, VUR val-
ues can be cached, and reused as long as the aforementioned parameters have not changed
(i.e., the newly-added strategies are not first- nor second-best strategies). From an algorithmic
point of view, computing VUR of a given Ai can be viewed as a constant time operation. There-
fore computing arg maxA VUR(A|F) is in the order ofOðjFjÞ in the worst case, where |F| is the
cardinality of F (i.e., number of items in the search frontier). However, as shown in the appen-
dix, as the tree expands, the expected cost becomes constant (i.e.,Oð1Þ) asymptotically, given
that the agent caches previously computed VUR values. This is intuitively becuase as the depth
of the tree grows, the uncertainty around the value of the to-be-expanded strategy shrinks
(becuase of the discounting factor), which makes it less likely that the strategy (which is not
currently the best strategy) becomes the best one after expnasion (or second best strategy). As
such, the chances that a new expansion affects previusly computed VUR values becomes smaller
and smaller as the tree gets deeper. This rate of decrement is faster than the rate at which new
potential strategies are added to the tree as it gets deeper, and therefore overall the number of
VUR values that need re-computation remains constant as in the limit.
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Pruning in a grid world environment
Just as a proof of concept, we would like to see whether our method can be beneficial in a set-
ting in which an agent is combining both MF and MB information for efficient planning. For
this, we first trained an agent in an episodic grid-world environment where she obtains imper-
fect estimates of state-values by the model-free system. After training, she utilizes both the MF
and the MB systems to use the plan-until-habit scheme, where the MB system is used to con-
struct the tree, and the MF systems is used for estimating the values of state-actions that lie on
the frontier of the tree. We predict that the increased accuracy in model-free estimates, as a
result of training, would bias the direction of expanding the tree towards better states.
The agent starts each episode in the center of a 7 × 7 grid and can choose to go up, down,
left, or right at each state. All the transitions are deterministic and are associated with a unit
cost. The bottom right cell is the goal state that concludes the episode. This state is not associ-
ated with any reward, but is implicitly rewarding since it terminates the costly walk in the grid
world. Evidently, the optimal policies are combinations of three right moves and three down
moves. Given the structure of the task, for easier geometric interpretation and without loss of
generality, the MF system learns state values, rather than state-action values.
To apply our plan-until-habit pruning algorithm, we require an MF system that learns not
just the mean, but also the variance (i.e., uncertainty) over the state values. In our implementa-
tion, the agent estimates the value of a state by generating a number of trajectory samples from
the state, similar to the first-visit Monte Carlo method described in [2], and utilizing the trajec-
tories’ return statistics. However, instead of estimating the Q-values with Monte Carlo aver-
ages, we use independent conjugate normal priors and obtain posterior estimates of Q’s, which
are conditioned on the trajectory returns (see S1 Text). We obtain N trajectory samples start-
ing from each state, such that each sample consists of a trajectory resulting from a fixed uni-
form random policy that assigns 1
4
probability to each direction {UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT}.
We test our planning model in two different settings. First, we assume the agent has no
experience interacting with the environment (i.e., N = 0). This condition results in the poste-
rior Q-values having large and equal variances. We compare this with the case where the agent
has collected some samples (i.e., N = 10), resulting in more accurate estimates of state values.
In both cases, we employ the same pruning mechanism, with a variable number of possible
tree expansions (capturing working-memory limitations; see Discussion section) selected uni-
formly from [5, 25] and γ = 0.95.
As displayed in Fig 2A, in the no-experience condition, the search tree is explored in all
directions almost uniformly. In the second condition, however, the search is directed more
towards the goal state as illustrated in Fig 2B. These results are in line with our intuition that
the agent prunes more aggressively as she gathers more experience and thus, is better able to
judge what the promising states or actions are.
Human-like pruning
Behavioral evidence suggests that humans, when planning, curtail any further evaluation of a
sequence of actions as soon as they encounter a large punishment on the sequence [12]. In a
behavioral task [12], subjects were required to plan ahead in order to maximize their income
gain. The environment in the task is composed of six states. Each state affords two actions,
each of which transitions the subject to another state deterministically. Subjects see their cur-
rent state on a display and press the ‘U’ or ‘I’ buttons on the keyboard to transition to a differ-
ent state.
In the first phase of the experiment, subjects learn the deterministic transition structure of
the environment. In the second phase, transitions are associated with specific gains or losses,
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which are visually cued to make it easier to remember. At each trial in this stage, subjects are
told to take a certain number of actions, varying between 2 and 8, and collect all the rewards
and punishments along their chosen trajectory. This forces them to think ahead and plan in
order to find a relatively profitable trajectory among 22 = 4 to 28 = 256 options. For example,
in the setting described in Fig 3A, 8 possible trajectories resulting from 3 consecutive actions
are displayed.
Out of all 12 transitions, 3 of them are associated with a large loss. The magnitude of this
loss is manipulated across trials (from {−140, −100, −70}) such that for certain losses (i.e., −100
and −70), Pavlovian pruning results in suboptimal strategies. In other words, pruning a strat-
egy that starts with a −100 or −70 loss would result in discarding the most profitable course of
actions, since such actions will eventually lead to highly rewarding states. The results of this
experiment show that humans prune infrequently if pruning results in prematurely discarding
optimal trajectories. Conversely, they tend to prune liberally when pruning does not eliminate
the optimal trajectories. That is, they prune more when the loss on a trajectory is so large (i.e.,
−140) that cannot be compensated for by future rewards.
We aimed to replicate this task in our simulations. Because in the first part of the experi-
ments subjects learn the transition and the immediate rewards through repetitive exposure, we
assume that the agent (i.e., our simulation of a subject) knows the transition and reward struc-
tures. Since the immediate state-action rewards are visually cued, subjects, after observing
their starting state s and their available actions a1 and a2, presumably incorporate the immedi-
ate rewards of those actions into their planning at no cost. Therefore, we assume that the agent
Fig 2. Grid-world pruning simulation results. Reaching the bottom-right corner of the map with minimum moves is rewarding.
The heatmaps show the frequencies of state-visits during the tree expansion when the agent starts from the middle of the map, and
(A) the agent has had no prior exposure to the environment, or (B) after some exposure (i.e., 10 trajectory samples from each state)
resulting in more accurate estimates of model-free values.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006827.g002
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starts the decision tree with two already-expanded actions, with values Q(ai) = R(s, ai) + γV(T
(s, ai)), where i 2 1, 2, and R(s, a) and T(s, a) are the immediate reward and successor states
resulting from taking action a at state s.
As in the previous experiment, we obtain the posterior Q-value distributions of the agent
through a training stage. Similar to the training phase of the original study, we have the simu-
lated agent interact with the environment for 100 episodes, during which she observes transi-
tions and collects reinforcements. At each trial, the agent is located in a random state and is
allowed to make a certain number of moves, which is sampled uniformly from {2, 3, 4}. She
selects actions following uniform random policy, and stores the mean cumulative reinforce-
ments collected after taking action a at state s, similar to the first-visit Monte Carlo algorithm
[2]. Those mean values are then used for obtaining the posterior Q-distributions assuming a
conjugate normal distribution as in the previous experiment (see S1 Text). The prior is a nor-
mal distribution with mean and standard deviation of 0 and 1000, respectively. After the train-
ing stage, the agent moves on to the pruning state, where she starts at state s and is asked to
mentally expand the planning tree for n 2 {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12s} steps. We record the frequency
with which the agent expands the early branch with the large punishment, which we very
between −40 and −140. Finally, we set γ to 0.95 as before.
Fig 3. Example search trees from [12]. A: Starting at state 3, subjects make three consecutive decisions (pressing ‘U’ or
‘I’), each of which are associated with a gain or loss. Two trajectories maximize the cumulative rewards in this example
and achieve −20. B and C: State transition frequencies of subjects. Higher frequencies are illustrated with thicker lines. If
a transition is not taken by any of the subjects, then it is illustrated with a dashed line. Yellow backgrounds show the
optimal trajectories. Colors red, black, green, and blue denote the transition rewards of P, −20, + 20 and + 140
respectively. B: P = −140 condition. It can be seen that the subjects avoid the action associated with the large punishment.
C: P = −70 condition. Subjects are eager to take transitions with large losses when such transitions lead to large gains (i.e.,
+ 140), which in fact is the optimal strategy. Reprinted with permission from [12].
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006827.g003
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One critical observation in [12] is that subjects prune more frequently as the magnitude of
the punishment increases. As shown in Fig 4, our simulation results account for this pattern.
Intuitively, observing a punishment on a trajectory reduces the expected value of the trajectory
and thus, reduces the overlap between the value-distribution of that trajectory and that of the
best trajectory. When the punishment is large enough, the overlap becomes very small even if
the trajectories have highly uncertain value estimates. Small overlap is equivalent to low “value
of uncertainty resolution” expected from expanding the unpromising trajectory, because there
is a very small chance that the new pieces of information will render the unpromising trajec-
tory better than the currently best strategy.
In the simulations, we also vary the maximum number of branches allowed to be expanded,
reflecting constraints on the working memory capacity (see Discussion section). Not surpris-
ingly, as the memory capacity is increased, pruning frequency decreases (Fig 4).
Another important aspect of the study is that the likelihood of selecting the optimal
sequence of actions by the subjects was affected by three factors: (i) subjects were less likely
to choose the “Optimal Lookahead” sequence when it contained a large loss, (ii) this effect
became larger as the size of the loss increased, and (iii) the optimal sequence was more likely
to be chosen when the tree was shallow (i.e., when the subjects were supposed to choose a
smaller number of actions). These three effects are shown in the top panel of Fig 5 for the data
reported in Huys et. al. [12]. The bottom panel displays the prediction of our method based on
the simulations in the same task. It can be seen that similar to the actual data, we predict that
the subjects will be more successful in picking the optimal sequence when it does not contain a
large loss, the tree is shallow and the loss is small (i.e., the effect is strongest in the −140 group
and the weakest in the −70 group). One notable qualitative mismatch between the top and
Fig 4. The frequency of pruning the branch with the large punishment. The black area on the right is the region where the agent
does not prune (i.e., expands) the punishment branch. Each condition is averaged over 300 simulations.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006827.g004
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bottom panels is that, our model assigns a higher probability of choosing optimal sequences
for smaller depths than what is shown for the actual data on the top panel. This is because, in
our setting, the agent is very likely to make enough expansions to find the optimal sequence
for a tree of depth 2, as there are only 22 = 4 possible sequences—which can be spanned with a
small number of expansions. The number of expansions are sampled from round(Gamma(4,
2)) + 1, where + 1 ensures positivity. Given this distribution, it is often the case that the agent
performs enough expansions to find the optimal. However, if we look at the top left plot in Fig
5, we see that the probability of choosing the optimal sequence is low if it contains a large loss
—even for depth of 2. This might suggest that the subjects do not fully use their “expansion
budgets”, if performing expansions do not seem advantageous. The same could be done in our
scheme by stopping expansions altogether if the maximum VUR is below a threshold. However,
we refrained from doing so, and instead used a random number of expansions for simplicity,
and for limiting the flexibility of the model to prevent overfitting. Other than this, all other
parameters are kept the same as the ones used for generating Fig 3.
Fig 5. The top panels show the effect of different factors on choosing the optimal sequence of action. The panels are adapted
from [12]. The x-axis denotes the number of actions the subjects were supposed to take, which determines the maximum depth of
the search tree. The y-axis denotes the probability of choosing the Optimal Lookahead sequence. The blue lines represent the
condition that the optimal sequences of actions included a big loss, and the green lines represent the condition that the optimal
sequence of actions did not include a big loss. The amount of big loss is varied among the panels, and is mentioned by Group X on
top of the panels, in which X denotes the amount of big loss (X = -140, -100, -70). The bottom panels are similar to the top panels but
using the data obtained from the simulations of the model in the same settings.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006827.g005
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Previously, the punishment-induced pruning discussed here was explained assuming that a
Pavlovian system, reflexively evoked by large losses, curtails further evaluation of the corre-
sponding sub-tree [12, 13]. In our computational framework, however, this pruning pattern
emerges naturally, rather than devising new mechanisms, from a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Fur-
thermore, the normative nature of our explanation depicts punishment-induced pruning as an
adaptive mechanism in the face of cognitive limitations, rather than depicting it an a “mal-
adaptive” Pavlovian response [12].
The effects of training and decision-making times on depth of planning
Several lines of research have shown a transfer of control over behavior from goal-directed to
habitual decision-making during the course of learning [14–17]. Previous accounts of interac-
tion between MB and MF algorithms [18, 19] explained this behavior by showing that the MF
value estimates become more and more accurate along the course of experiencing a task. As a
result, they eventually become more accurate than MB estimates [18], or become accurate
enough that the extra information that MB planning can provide is not worth the cost of plan-
ning [19]. Therefore, a binary transition from goal-directed to habitual responding occurs in
behavior.
Our model also explains the transition, but also suggests that it is gradual, rather than
binary. As MF estimates become more accurate, the variance in strategy values decrease and
thus, VUR values also decrease monotonically (see S1 Text for an analytical proof of this effect).
This implies that an experienced agent would construct a shallower search tree and hence,
spends less time planning compared to an inexperienced agent. Furthermore, in contrast to
the previous accounts that propose ad-hoc [18] or optimal, but with very strong assumptions
(i.e., MB tree-expansion has an infinite depth), [19] models for MB-MF arbitration mecha-
nisms, our proposed model’s optimality is based on more reasonable assumptions.
Our algorithm further predicts that in a plan-until-habit scheme, time-limitation would
reduce the depth of planning. That is, time pressure would monotonically limit the total num-
ber of branches to be expanded, pressing the agent to switch to habitual/heuristic values at a
shallower depth. This is due to the fact that every tree-expansion step is assumed to take a cer-
tain amount of time, �. Therefore, our model, for the first time, accounts for recent evidence
showing that humans use a plan-until-habit scheme and that time pressure reduces their depth
of MB planning [11], resulting to a relying on habitual responses at a shallower level.
In this experimental study [11], participants first learned the stationary transition structure
of the environment in a three-step task. They then navigated through the decision tree, in each
trial, to reach their desired terminal state. The rewarding value of the terminal states was non-
stationary and changed along the trials, allowing to measure, from participants’ choices,
whether or not they use a plan-to-habit scheme; and if they do, what depth of planning they
adopt. The experiment imposed a decision time-limit of either 2000 or 700 milliseconds to two
different groups of participants. While both groups showed a significant behavioral signature
of plan-to-habit responding, participants that experienced a shorter time-limitation showed
pruning the tree and switching to MF values at shallower levels.
Plan-to-habit pruning in comparison
In this section, we qualitatively compare our plan-to-habit pruning algorithm to other meth-
ods, such as Monte Carlo tree search.
Mean-based pruning, variance-based pruning. Let us consider a simple pruning algo-
rithm that expands the tree only according to the mean value of the strategies, and ignores
their variances (e.g., the algorithm always—or stochastically- expands the strategy with the
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highest mean value, arg max AE½VðAÞ�). The critical drawback of such algorithm is that it does
not expand uncertain trajectories that have relatively smaller mean values. The true value of a
strategy with a low estimated mean but high estimated uncertainty might be even higher than
the strategy known to have the highest estimated mean. Therefore, uncertain strategies should
be given the chance to prove their worth. In this sense, our algorithm proposes an optimal
weighting of mean and variance in order to prioritize expansions.
Furthermore, note that an algorithm that only takes into account the mean values cannot
explain the canonical experimental evidence of the gradual transition from goal-directed to
habitual behavior over time [14–17]. Explaining such a transition, at least in all the existing
accounts, requires keeping track of the MB and MF uncertainties, and taking them into
account when arbitrating between the two systems [18, 19].
Similarly, an algorithm that expands the tree only on the basis of the uncertainty of trajecto-
ries’ values, would only favor mental exploration of uncertain trajectories, even when their low
mean value renders them totally unpromising.
Monte Carlo tree search. Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) is a family of algorithms that
incrementally and stochastically builds a search tree to approximate state-action values. This
incremental growth, as in our algorithm, prioritizes the promising regions of the search space
by directing the growth of the tree towards high-value states.
A so-called tree policy is used to traverse the search tree and select a node which is not fully
expanded, i.e., it has immediate successors that are not included in the tree. The node is then
expanded by adding one of its unexplored children to the tree, from which a trajectory will be
simulated for a fixed number of steps or until a terminal state is reached. Such trajectories are
generated using a rollout policy which is typically fast to compute—for instance at each step of
the trajectory actions are selected randomly and uniformly. The outcome of this trajectory
(i.e., cumulative discounted rewards along the trajectory) is used to update the value estimates
of the nodes in the tree that lie along the path from the root to the expanded node.
MCTS algorithms diverges from our approach mainly in how the value of states and actions
are computed. The former relies on simulated experiences, called rollouts, whereas the latter
relies on summaries of past experiences in terms of “cached” values (or model-free values). As
such, the latter is much cheaper to compute, but is dependent on the policy with which those
experiences are collected. In MCTS, however, values depend mostly on the tree policy, which
is adaptive. Consequently, relying on past experiences, as in VUR model, is cheaper but less
flexible.
Our plan-to-habit pruning algorithm can be compared to MCTS methods on another level
by focusing on tree policies. The most popular MCTS tree policy is “UCT” (Upper Confidence
Bound 1 applied to trees) [20], which is based on a successful multi-armed bandit algorithm
called “UCB1” (Upper Confidence Bound 1). UCB1 assigns scores to actions as a combination
of their (empirical) mean returns and their exploration coefficients, which reflects how many
times an action is sampled in comparison to other actions. UCT adapts this UCB1 rule to
MCTS by recursively applying this rule to select actions down the tree starting from the root
node.
UCT is simple and has successfully been utilized for many applications. However, it has
also been noted [21, 22] that UCT’s goal is different from that of approximate planning. UCT
attempts to ensure a high net simulated worth for the actions that are taken during the Monte
Carlo simulations that comprise planning. However, all that actually matters is the real worth
of the single action that is ultimately taken in the world after all the simulations have termi-
nated. To put it in another way, in planning, simulations and expansions are valuable, only
because they help select the best action. However, UCT actually aims to maximize the sum of
rewards obtained in simulations, rather than paying direct attention to the quality of actual
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(i.e., not simulated) actions. Consequently, it tries to avoid simulations with potentially low
rewards, even though they might help select better actions. In other words, even though UCT
explicitly computes an “exploration bonus” that favors infrequently visited nodes, it still
underestimates how valuable exploration is. In fact, it has been shown that modifying UCT to
explore (asymptotically) more when selecting root actions increases its performance [21, 22].
Our model does not suffer from this problem of underexploration as it explictly quantifies the
expected gain of expanding a node.
Discussion
Finding optimal or near optimal actions requires comparing the expected value of all possible
plans that can be taken in the future. This can be achieved by explicitly expanding a model that
represents the underlying structure of the environment, followed by calculating the expected
value of each plan. However, the computational complexity of this process grows exponentially
with the depth of search for optimal plans, which makes it infeasible to implement in all but
the smallest environments. Indeed, evidence shows that humans and other animals use alter-
native ways that have lower computational complexities than explicit search. Examples are
using ‘cached’ values of actions instead of recalculating them at each decision point [18], or
using ‘action chunking’, in which actions span over multiple future states [23]. Here, we sug-
gest that such decision-making strategies are not operating independent of the planning pro-
cesses, but they interact in order to provide a planning process that adapts its extent according
to time and cognitive resource and therefore, scales to complex environments. In particular,
the model that we suggest is built upon two bases: (i) the planning process is directed toward
the parts of the environment’s model that are most likely to benefit from further deliberation,
and (ii) the planning process uses ‘cached’ action values for the unexpanded (i.e., pruned)
parts of the tree. Simulation results showed that the model prunes effectively in a synthetic
grid world, and that it explains several patterns reported in humans/animals.
Namely, a sequential decision-making task has demonstrated that humans use strategies
such as ‘fragmentation’ and ‘hoarding’, in addition to pruning, for efficient planning. The
pruning process, however, was shown to play a significant role on the top of those strategies
[13]. Indeed, the data shows that humans stop expanding a branch of the model once they
encounter a large punishment. This effect was previously accounted for, in the model-based
planning framework, by adding a new parameter that encodes the probability of stopping the
search after encountering a large punishment. The model here does not explicitly contain such
a parameter, but the pruning effect emerges naturally based on the fact that the value of uncer-
tainty resolution is lower for the branches of the model that start with large punishments and
therefore, they are more likely to be pruned.
Another component of the model here is using the cached values for unexpanded parts of
the model, which is in line with previous works [11, 12]. The psychological nature of such
cached values can be related to either Pavlovian (as used in [12]) or instrumental (as used in
[11]) processes in the brain, depending on whether cached values are coded for state or for
state-action pairs, respectively. In the former case, our algorithm represents a collaborative
interaction between instrumental model-based and Pavlovian processes [24]. In the latter case,
it represents interaction between instrumental model-based and instrumental model-free pro-
cesses. The theoretical framework we presented here is readily compatible with either case.
As discussed in the previous sections, temporal discounting of future rewards (and punish-
ments) is a necessary component in the current framework. Reduction of uncertainty is a
variable that changes monotonically with the discount factor: the smaller the γ, the less depen-
dence of the value of each strategy on uncertain cached values on the leaves and therefore, the
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more reduction of uncertainty by deepening the tree. However, when a new piece of informa-
tion on a leaf at depth d is achieved, its policy-improvement impact on the root-level actions is
measured at the root of the tree, thus discounted by a factor γd. Therefore, the smaller the γ is,
the less valuable a given uncertainty reduction is. This effect counteracts the above-mentioned
effect of γ on the degree of uncertainty reduction. As a result, discount factor has a non-mono-
tonic effect on VUR and thus, on the depth of planning. VUR is equal to zero for γ-values of zero
and one, and reaches a maximum for an intermediate value of γ (its exact value depends on
other parameters).
In sum, we proposed a principled algorithm for pruning in a plan-until-heuristic scheme.
While we showed the ability of the model in accounting for several behavioral patterns in
humans/animals, whether or not people use such algorithm requires further direct experi-
ments. Such experiments could test the effect of variables like the mean and the variance of
cached values on the probability of expanding a node. On the theoretical front, our algorithm
can benefit from several improvements, most notably, from relaxing the assumption that the
environment has a deterministic transition structure. In that case, the algorithm could increase
the efficiency of the state-of-the-art algorithms that use a plan-until-heuristic scheme in com-
plex games [10]. Furthermore, whereas we simply assume here that planning and action execu-
tion cannot be performed in parallel, it is reasonable to assume that agents deliberate over
upcoming choices while performing previously chosen actions.
Methods
We focus on deterministic Markov decision processes (MDPs). The environment is composed
of a finite set of states S; a finite set of actionsA; a (potentially partial) transition function
T : S �A ⇸S; and a reward function fR : S �A� S ! R. The agent interacts with the envi-
ronment via a (potentially stochastic) policy p : S �A ⇸ ½0; 1� s.t. ∑a π(s, a) = 1 for all s, with
the goal of maximizing the expected value of the cumulative discounted rewards E½Rtjst ¼ s�,
where Rt ¼
P1
i¼0 g
irtþi, s is the start state, and γ is the discount factor. The state-action values
of a policy π are defined as Qpðs; aÞ ¼ Ep½Rtjst ¼ s; at ¼ a�. Finally, the optimal state-action
values are defined as Q�(s, a) = maxπ Qπ(s, a).
We assume for now that the model-based (MB) system has perfect knowledge of the envi-
ronment (i.e., the reward and transition functions) (we will relax this assumption later). The
agent uses some of this information to build a search tree representation, which relates the cur-
rent state st to other states that can potentially be occupied in the future. The root of the tree is
st, and its immediate children include the one-step-reachable states.
Let us illustrate the formation of a search tree. The agent creates a tree node, containing
information about her current state st, which becomes the root of the tree, meaning all other
nodes will stem directly or indirectly from it. The agent picks an action a available at st to
expand, which in turn adds s0≔ T(st, a) to the tree as a child node of st. Now, if the agent con-
tinues planning, she can either expand an action from st, assuming there are more than one
action available at st, or she can choose to expand from s0. The planning process is composed
of iteratively selecting an action to expand from the set of unexplored node-action pairs and
adding the resulting new state to the tree as a new node.
Let us consider the state of a tree at a given time, containing a total number of n unex-
panded node-action pairs. This means, there are n trajectories that start from st and terminate
at one of the unexpanded state-action pairs. We call each trajectory a “strategy”, denoted by Ai,
which is a tuple of state-action pairs, and introduce the search frontier F = {A1, A2, . . ., An} as
the set of all strategies for a given tree. We define expanding a strategy A by adding s0, the
immediate successor state of the unexplored state-action pair at the end of A, to the tree and
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adding the resulting new strategies to the frontier. These new strategies have the form A + hs0,
a0i, where a0 denotes any action available at s0, and + is a tuple-concatenation operator. Note
that after the expansion, if A is no longer unexplored—that is, has no unexpanded actions—
then A is removed from F. This process of tree expansion goes on until an action is taken or
the frontier is empty. The latter condition means the tree captures all possible trajectories in
the MDP, which can only happen in an episodic MDP where no matter what actions the agent
takes, she ends up in a terminal state (i.e., the state that ends the episode) after a finite number
of actions.
We also assume that the agent has an estimation of the expected cumulative discounted
rewards of each state-action pair hs, ai, encoded by a random variable Q(s, a). A model-free
(MF) system, for example, can represent such Q-values as random normal variables by track-
ing the first order statistics (i.e., mean) and second order statistics (i.e., variance) of the values
[25, 26]. Given that state-action values are the expected longterm discounted rewards, any sto-
chastic estimation of it will be normally distributed given the Central Limit Theorem assuming
a fixed sampling policy and a reasonable (fR has finite variance for all hs, a, s0i) reward struc-
ture. Thus, it is reasonable to represent Q’s as random normal variables. With these settings,
and in keeping with the plan-until-habit scheme, the value of a strategy Ai that ends with an
hsM, aMi at depth M with QðsM; aMÞ � N ðmsM ;aM ; s
2
sM ;aM
Þ can be estimated by
VðAiÞ ¼ r1 þ gr2 þ g2r3 þ � � � þ gM  1rM þ gMQðsM; aMÞ ; ð3Þ
where each ri corresponds to the MB estimation of reward after taking the ith action in the
strategy. Assuming that there is no uncertainty in estimating the immediate rewards (As dis-
cussed later, it is straightforward to relax the assumption of zero uncertainty for immediate
rewards), r1, r2, .., rM, the total variance of VðAiÞ � N ðmi; s2i Þ is s
2
i ¼ g
2Ms2sM ;aM . It can be seen
that as a strategy gets deeper, MF value distributions (i.e., Q’s) get discounted more, which will
form the basis of our method.
We seek to compute the value of expanding the tree along Ai. The agent knows that expand-
ing Ai will lead to a new, yet unknown state, sM+1, where an action aM+1 with the highest Q-
value, Q(sM+1, aM+1), among other actions of that state exists. This potential expansion will
lead to a new strategy, A�i , with its value estimated by:
VðA�i Þ ¼ r1 þ gr2 þ g
2r3 þ � � � þ gM  1rM þ gMrMþ1 þ gMþ1QðsMþ1; aMþ1Þ : ð4Þ
Note that rM+1, sM+1, aM+1, and Q(sM+1, aM+1) are unknown prior to expansion. To reflect
this, we use the notation �V ð:Þ to denote an unknown value estimation:
�V ðA�i Þ ¼ r1 þ gr2 þ g
2r3 þ � � � þ gM  1rM þ gM�rMþ1 þ gMþ1 �Qð�sMþ1; �aMþ1Þ ; ð5Þ
where �rMþ1 and �Qð�sMþ1; �aMþ1Þ denote, respectively, the immediate reward and the value distri-
bution of the successor state-action pair, both unknown prior to expansion and thus, denoted
with a bar (�). Intuitively, E½VðAiÞ� should be equal to E½ �V ðA�i Þ�, because they result from the
same information prior to an expansion. Only with the extra information obtained from an
expansion, namely after observing �rMþ1 and �Qð�sMþ1; �aMþ1Þ, the agent hopes to gain precision.
In fact, we assume the agent’s probability estimates are coherent in the sense that her expecta-
tions of �rMþ1 and �Qð�sMþ1; �aMþ1Þ are in line with E½VðAiÞ�. Therefore, we have:
E½VðAiÞ� ¼ E�Q ;�r ½E½�V ðA�i Þj�Q;�r�� ; ð6Þ
where we drop the subscript M + 1 of r and arguments �sMþ1; �aMþ1 of �Q for brevity. This equal-
ity is also known as the law of total expectation, and here it suggests that an expansion may
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change the expected value of VðA�i Þ but not in expectation. We should emphasize that an agent
does not necessarily need to obey this, but not doing so might result in inefficiencies. Particu-
larly, if Eq 6 is not obeyed, then a Dutch book may be formed such that the agent would expect
to lose value by performing tree expansions.
Also, note that,
Var�Q ;�r ½E½�V ðA�i Þj�Q;�r�� � Var½E½VðAiÞ�� ¼ 0 ; ð7Þ
which means that while the agent knows the exact mean of Ai’s value (Var½E½VðAiÞ�� ¼ 0),
the mean of the new strategy’s value is unknown prior to expansion. This variability in the
expected value of the new strategy creates the possibility that the true (i.e., after expansion)
expected value of A�i is even higher than the mean value of the best currently-expanded strat-
egy. In fact, prior to expansion, the agent believes that acting on the basis of its currently-
expanded tree will pay her max A2FE½VðAÞ�, which is the mean value of the best strategy. How-
ever, if the true expected value of A�i is even higher than max A2FE½VðAÞ�, then the agent can
change her policy and “gain” extra reward. The expectation of this “gain”, given the distribu-
tion over the expected value of A�i , computes the value of expanding a strategy. In other words,
expanding a strategy will yield a net expected increase (assuming the expanded strategy has
variance in its value) in the expected value of the best strategy, which we refer to as the value of
uncertainty resolution (VUR). The VUR along the strategy Ai is equal to the expected value of pol-
icy improvement-induced reward resulting from observing �rMþ1 and �Qð�sMþ1; �aMþ1Þ Formally,
given the current state of the search frontier F, VUR(Ai|F) is simply the difference between the
expected value of best strategy after expanding Ai (i.e., observing �rMþ1 and �Qð�sMþ1; �aMþ1Þ) and
before expanding Ai:
VURðAijFÞ ¼ E�Q ;�r ; max E½ �V ðAiÞj�Q;�r�; maxA2F  Ai
E½VðAÞ�
� �� �
  max
A2F
E½VðAÞ� ð8Þ
� 0 : ð9Þ
where F − Ai is the set F excluding Ai assuming Ai will be fully explored after expansion, and
thus be removed from F. Otherwise, the max should run over F. The second (with minus)
term in Eq 8 is the expected value of the best strategy in the frontier. The first term is the
expected value of the best strategy after expansion. The VUR is always non-negative because of
Jensen’s inequality: max is convex and thus, the expectation of the max of random variables
has to be larger than or equal to the maximum of expectations.
In order to progress further analytically, we make an assumption and assert that Var[Q(sM,
aM)] = Var[Q(sM+ 1, aM+ 1)]. That is, we assume that MF value distributions for hs, ai and its
immediate successor state-action pairs have the same uncertainty, possibly because the habit-
ual system has had a similar number of experiences (i.e., samples) of neighboring actions and
they are possibly of similar values. We can see in Eq 4 that only Q(sM+1, aM+1) contributes to
the uncertainty in VðA�i Þ. Therefore we have,
VðA�i Þ � N ðm
�
i ; g
2Mþ2s2sMþ1 ;aMþ1Þ ð10Þ
¼ N ðm�i ; g
2ðg2Ms2sM ;aMÞÞ ð11Þ
¼ N ðm�i ; g
2s2i Þ ; ð12Þ
where m�i 2 R is the mean, which we will obtain shortly, and s
2
i ¼ g
2Ms2sM ;aM is the variance of
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V(Ai). However, both V(Ai) (magenta curve in Fig 1C) and VðA�i Þ (black/grey curves in Fig 1C)
are estimating the value for the same action at the root state, st. Therefore, the value distribu-
tions VðAiÞ � N ðmi; s2i Þ and VðA
�
i Þ � N ðm
�
i ; g
2s2i Þ should be consistent as in Eq 6, implying
VðAiÞ ¼ Em�i ½VðA
�
i Þ� ; ð13Þ
which can only be satisfied if
m�i � N ðmi; ð1   g
2Þs2i Þ : ð14Þ
The distribution over m�i represents the probability distribution of the expected value of a
strategy after expansion. This variability comes from the fact that we will have additional pieces
of information, namely rM+1 and Q(sM+1, aM+1).
Note that in equation Eq 10, the only source of variance in A�i is assumed to be the variance
in Q(sM+1, aM+1). In other words, the agent is assumed to have no uncertainty in estimating r1,
r2, .., and rM. It is straightforward to relax this assumption by keeping track of the variance of
r1, r2, .., and rM, denoted by s2r1 ; s
2
r2
; ::; s2rM . In that case, Eq 10 will be replaced by
VðA�i Þ � N ðm
�
i ; s
2
r1
þ g2s2r2 þ ::þ g
2Ms2rMþ1 þ g
2Mþ2s2sMþ1 ;aMþ1Þ ð15Þ
¼ N ðm�i ; s
2
i   g
2Mððg2   1Þs2sM ;aM þ s
2
rM
ÞÞ ; ð16Þ
which gives
m�i � N ðmi; g
2Mðð1   g2Þs2sM ;aM   s
2
rM
ÞÞÞ ; ð17Þ
where s2sM ;aM ¼ g
  2Ms2i again.
This will take MB imperfection information about the reward function into account. Eq 10
also assumes that the agent has perfect information regarding the transition function. Given
that our algorithm is only developed for MDPs with deterministic transition function, this
assumption is feasible. Relaxing these assumptions (i.e., deterministic, and perfect knowledge
of, transition function) are left for future work.
Relaxing the assumption on deterministic transition function would result the estimated
value, VðA�i Þ, of the strategy A
�
i to become a mixture of Gaussians, rather than a simple Gauss-
ian distribution. Computing m�i and VUR for such cases would significantly increase the compu-
tational cost of meta-cognition and hence, developing approximation methods would be
required. For example, one could resort to Monte Carlo methods, where a set of transitions are
sampled from the stochastic transition function, over which the VUR is averaged.
Given we now know the distribution of m�i , we can rewrite the VUR definition given in Eq 8:
VURðAijFÞ ¼ Em�i max m
�
i ; maxA2F  Ai
E½VðAÞ�
� �� �
  max
A2F
E½VðAÞ� ; ð18Þ
where m�i is distributed according to Eq 14 and F − Ai is the set F excluding Ai. We show in S1
Text that there is a closed-form solution for VUR(Ai|F) defined above.
Utilizing this uncertainty resolution mechanism, the agent can simply find the most prom-
ising strategy to expand, via arg maxAi2FVURðAijFÞ. The agent can continue expanding the
search tree by reducing the uncertainties of the most promising branches until the value gained
by expansion is less than the opportunity cost of expanding (as in [19]), or the search can con-
tinue until the working memory is full. The latter termination condition could be imple-
mented based on the assumption that the working memory has a limited number of slots [27,
28] (e.g., for storing states of the expanded tree). Alternatively, one could assume that the
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working memory is inherently corrupted by noise, and that the level of this noise increases
with the number of items in memory [29]. It is straightforward to incorporate this mechanism
into our algorithm: expansion results in the variance of VðA�i Þ to decrease by a factor γ
2, but
also increases by an additive factor that is proportional to the number of items (e.g. states) cur-
rently stored in the working memory. Thus, one can compute when the noise overwhelms the
resolved uncertainty.
It is noteworthy that in this paper, computing VUR is based on the assumption that when the
value of expansion is bigger than its cost and thus an expansion should occur, an action will be
executed immediately after that expansion. In fact, our model does not compute the value of
further expansions following the next potential expansion. Relaxing this assumption would
require computing the value of expanding all subsets of available and potentially-emerging
strategies. In this case, for a certain subset like T1, T2, one needs to compute VUR(T1, T2|F) and
compare it with B.C, where B = 2 is the number of expansions being considered, and C is the
cost of one single expansion. We show in S1 Text (section “on considering VUR values indepen-
dently”) that the value of expanding several strategies before performing an action is not neces-
sarily equal to the sum of the value of expanding each of those strategies independently. In
general, computing the optimal sequence of expansions for a budget of B would be NP-com-
plete in B, as it reduces to stochastic knapsack problem [30].
Another interesting outcome of this model is that the relationship between VUR and γ
roughly follows an inverse U-shaped curve. If γ = 0, then V(A) as given in Eq 3 will be a scalar;
as such, VUR will be 0. If γ = 1, then the variance of E½VðA�Þ� as given Eq 14 will be zero, which
too will result in VUR being 0. The interpretation of these conditions is easy: if you do not care
about the future, then no need to plan; and in the latter condition, the agent cannot gain preci-
sion by discounting the model-free estimates.
Supporting information
S1 Text. Proofs and derivations. We provide VUR-related proofs and derivations.
(PDF)
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